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Positron
emitters
may be imaged using two
opposing
scintillation
cameras without collima
tors. The counting
rate limitation
of this ap
proach can be largely overcome by using graded
absorbers to reduce scattered radiation from the
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with

of fast
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electronics,

images

have been obtained in the presence of scattering
material at counting rates above 7,500 cps.
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Positron imaging is a promising technique for
radioisotope imaging not only because new and
powerful radioisotopes can be used but also because
of potential advantages in both resolution and sen
sitivity. It has been slow to gain widespread use
because no adequate imaging device is being offered
commercially and because the radioisotopes are not
generally and easily available.
Among the efforts to build a positron-imaging
device, the work under the direction of Brownell (1)

scattered radiation from the patient (4) . This makes
it possibleto use Compton interactionsin the scm

is particularly

periments. We conclude from this that imaging times
of less than 1 mm can be expected in a clinical situa
tion.

noteworthy.

Very high counting

rate

capability was stressed, but since it is a device using
multiple scintillation crystals for position determina
tion, resolution is limited by the size of the crystals
and higher resolution is again achieved by sacrificing
sensitivity.

On

the

other

hand,

efforts

have

been

tillation crystal to form the image. Using the Comp
ton interactions in a positron camera consisting of
two Anger

scintillation

cameras

increases

the useful

counting rate fivefold through better quantum

utiliza

tion without any corresponding increase in the dose
to the patient.

Combined

with fast pulse-handling

electronics, this technique made it possible to achieve
counting

rates above

10,000

cps in laboratory

ex

ENERGY SPECTRA

A gamma ray entering a scintillation crystal may

undertaken to combine two Anger scintillation cam
eras in coincidence to image positrons (2,3) . Scm

either undergo a photoelectric

tillation cameras have suffered from a lack of count

tric interaction
of the secondary
gamma ray or by
escape of the secondary
gamma ray from the crystal.

ing rate capability but have the attractive feature
that commercially available equipment can be used
with a minimum of modification and additional elec
tronics. Furthermore,
high resolution can be ob

tamed without sacrificing sensitivity.
In the present work, we have combined two Anger
scintillation cameras to build a positron-imaging de
vice and have reduced the counting rate problem
significantly.

Graded

absorbers
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or a Comp
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energy band as Compton events. Figure 1, Curve B
shows the energy spectrum of a point source sur
rounded by Scattering material, the difference be
tween Curves A and B being due to the scattered

radiation from the object. It can be seen that the
majority of the counts below the photopeak are due
to scattered

radiation

from the object.

In order to display the scatter spectrum directly,
the

primary

radiation

was

largely

blocked

from

reaching the detector using lead shielding (Fig. 2,
Curve B ) . Contrary to the shape of the scatter spec
trum for lower gamma ray energies (6 ) , most scat
tered radiation has energies well below the energy
of the primary radiation. An absorber of appropriate
thickness placed between the object and the detector

will attenuate the primary radiation very little but
will attenuate the scattered radiation by a substan
tial amount. A second absorber can then be used
to attenuate the characteristic x-rays from the first
absorber (4) . Figure 2 also shows the scatter spec
trum with a graded absorber of I .27 mm lead, 0.76
mm tin, and 0.25 mm copper stacked in the order
listed with the lead foil facing the object. This ab
sorber attenuates the primary radiation by only 20%
while eliminating a large fraction of the scattered
radiation.

Thus the possibility

exists of eliminating

most scattered radiation from the patient with graded
ENERGY IN KEV
absorbers, transmitting most primary radiation, and
then using not only photopeak events but also Comp
FIG. 1. Energy
spectra
of â€˜8F
undervarious
conditions:
A, no
ton events occurring in the crystal for image forma
scatter material, coincidence,or absorber; B, with scatter material,
no coincidence,
or absorber;
C, with scatter material,
coincidence,
tion.
but no absorber; D, with scatter material, no coincidence, with

absorber;

and

E. with

scatter

material,

coincidence,

and

absorber.

In order

to test and verify

experimentally

whether

the lower energy interactions can be used in forming
shows the various probabilities
for a Â½-in.-thick
Na! (Tl) crystal for gamma ray energies of 150 keV

and 5 10 keV. A sharp contrast is immediately evi
dent. While at 150 keV most gamma rays interact
in the crystal and specifically most result in a photo
peak interaction, at 5 10 keV a large percentage
(65% ) do not interact with the crystal at all. Of
the 35 % that do interact roughly only half result
in a photopeak interaction while the other half inter
act through Compton scattering followed by escape
of the secondary photon. A typical spectrum is shown
in Fig. I , Curve

A; of course,

both photopeak

ray entered

the crystal.

scattered

within the imaged

object,

whose point of interaction in the crystal bears no
significant

654

relation

due to the acceptance

of
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In the past only the

photopeak interactions have been used in positron
cameras consisting of opposed Anger cameras (2,3)
since radiation

background

some scattered radiation and in order to determine

events

as well as Compton events are potentially useful
for image formation since in each case the centroid
of the light emitted during the scintillation corre
sponds quite closely to the location at which the
gamma

an image in a positron camera without leading to an
unacceptable

to its origin, falls into the same

0

300

400

ENERGY (K.v)

FIG.2. Scatter
spectrum
for511-keVprimary
radiation
(most
primary radiation

blocked from reaching detector) with (A) and

without (B) graded absorber accumulated for equal time.
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FIG.3. Block
diagram
ofelectronics.
the resultant

increase

in counting

rate,

a positron

camera was built consisting basically of two Anger

some appreciable fraction of the time, and in the
other case the absorber prevents the scattered gamma

scintillation

rays from entering

cameras.

A block diagram

is shown in

the detector,

thereby

Fig. 3. Coincidence of two events is determined
before most pulse processing since only roughly 10%
of all pulses are coincident. Two energy windows
are used in each camera, one centered on the photo
peak, the other spanning the energy interval from
approximately 100 keV to 340 keV. Counts falling
between the two windows are predominantly for

number of scattered

ward-scattered

indeed effective in rejecting scattered
the object.

gamma

rays from the object which

are only poorly discriminated against by the absorb
ers and which also pass the coincidence requirement.
Counts falling below 100 keV are not being used
for image formation since lead x-rays from shielding
material fall into this energy region and since below

being analyzed

reducing

and mostly noncoincident

by the coincidence

the

events

electronics.

Figure

I , Curve E shows that the energy spectrum with
scattering

material,

with

absorber

and requiring

co

incidence, is similar in shape to the energy spectrum
without scattering material, suggesting that the com

bination of absorber and coincidence requirement is

LINE-SPREAD
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RESULTS

Line-spread
functions were measured with the line
source suspended
in a cylindrical
volume of water

rapidly. A slow coincidence unit allows the selection

5 in. in diam and 5.5 in. high as scattering material.
Line-spread functions for photopeakâ€”photopeak co

of coincidences

incidences

100 keV the spatial resolution of the camera worsens
of all combinations

of windows,

i.e.,

(A) , Comptonâ€”Compton

coincidences

(B), and all four possible combinations

(C) are

shown in Fig. 4 together with the respective
rates. When all coincident
counts in both

counting
windows

photopeakâ€”photopeak, photopeakâ€”Compton, Comp
tonâ€”photopeak, and Comptonâ€”Compton coincident
interactions.
The energy spectra A and B of Fig. I were ob
tamed without requiring coincidence; they are a rep
resentation of events occurring in the detector itself.

are used for image formation, a system resolution
of approximately 10 mm full width at half maximum
(FWHM) is achieved with a background due to

If one gamma

scattered

ray is scattered

through

a large angle,

radiation

which is marginally

higher than

there is only a small probability that it will reach
the opposing detector and will be found in coinci

that obtained with a low-energy emitter such as

dence

cps (photopeakâ€”photopeak
coincidences)
to I ,400
cps (all combinations)
represents
more than a five

(1 ) . The energy spectrum

for pulses which

are coincident shows therefore a sharp decrease in
scattered gamma rays (Fig. 1, Curve C) . Similarly,
placing an absorber ( I .27 mm lead) in front of both
detectors also decreases scattered gamma rays even
if coincidence is not required (Fig. 1, Curve D) . The
main difference lies in the fact that in one case the
electronics is busy rejecting scattered gamma rays
Volume 16, Number 7

99mTc (7) . The increase

in counting

rate from 260

fold gain. Figure 5 shows the image of a thyroid
phantom surrounded by water as scatter material
allowing

all coincident

combinations

of Compton

and photopeak events (same conditions as in Fig.
4, Curve C) , demonstrating
quality

can be achieved.

The

that reasonable
coincidence

image
counting
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noncoincident events accidentally falling within this
time interval increases. The random coincidence rate
R1@is given by:
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In order to achieve a high true coincidence rate with
out excessive random coincidences, the resulting
time must be kept to a minimum and R@/R, and
RT/R2 must be maximized, i.e., as many of detected
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20
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achieved. The graded absorber eliminates scattered
and therefore useless gamma rays from entering the

40

crystal and by using dual windows a larger fraction
F1G.4. Line-spread
functions
in presence
of scatter
material:of the events which are detected are being used to

A, photopeakâ€”photopeak,
260 cps; B, Comptonâ€”Compton,
480 cps;
and C, all four possible combinations, 1,400 cps.

form

the

image.

A significant

fraction

of primary

gamma rays, however, either scatters in the object or
does not interact in the scintillation crystal. Whereas
previously in a similar experimental arrangement
(3), RT/Rl
was found to be 0.01, we measured
RT/R,
= 0.07, i.e., 7 % of all detected counts are

used to form the image. In actual patient studies this

quantity is likely to fall to 2% due to counts from
outside the geometric

coincidence

aperture

entering

one of the detectors. Assuming R, = R2 = 200,000
cps and a resolving time (2@) of 20 nsec, a random
coincidence rate of 800 cps is obtained while the

FIG.5. Image
ofthyroid
phantom
submerged
inwaterasscat true coincidence

ter material (150,000 counts,20 5cc).

is sufficient

rate in Fig. 5 was 7,500 cps at a singles rate of
I 10,000 cps and counting rates twice as high have
been

obtained

at some

loss in image

quality

due to

random coincidence counts.
MAXIMUM COUNTING RATE

By using the pulse-handling scheme shown in Fig.
3 where even the integration

of the light output

oc

curs only for the relatively few pulses (less than
10% ) which are found in coincidence, deadtime can
be kept to a minimum. Indeed, singles counting rates
(discriminator output pulses) as high as 400,000 cps
have been obtained without significant distortion of
position pulses. The major limitation in the maxi
mum useful counting

if they

occur

within

some

small

time

interval, in these experiments 20 nsec. As the rate
in each

656

detector

rate (2% of R1 ) is 4,000 cps. This
static imaging
and slow function

studies but precludes the use of the present system
in fast dynamic studies.
The factors limiting the resolving time of our sys
tern are not well understood yet and are presently
being studied. We have found that improving the
preamplifier risetime improved the resolving time.
In addition, transit time variations in the photomulti
pliers

seem to be a major

factor,

suggesting

the pos

sibility that the transit time from each photornultiplier

may have to be adjusted to further improve resolving
time. As we understand the factors limiting resolving
time better, we can expect further improvements;
resolving times well below 5 nsec are achieved in
optimized state-of-the-art systems (8).

rate is now not the maximum

rate at which each detector can be operated but the
maximum random coincidence rate which is accept
able. The fast coincidence circuit accepts two pulses
as coincident

for

increases,

the

probability

of two

GEOMETRY

In the results reported here, the object was placed
in the plane of best focus midway between both de
tectors. An analog multiplane display is currently
being built which will show several planes in focus
simultaneously. The depth of focus is a function of
JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE

INSTRUMENTATION

the separation between detectors. In order to be able
to shield effectively against radiation from outside
the geometric coincidence aperture in clinical trials,
we intend to use a separation of approximately
30

AND PHYSICS

the higher energies that this technique becomes de
sirable since at low energies Compton events followed
by the escape of the secondary gamma ray occurs
relatively infrequently.

in. and a circular shield of either 5 in. or 9 in. on
each detector,

which results in a depth of focus of
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